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Monday, February 27, 2012 275awere used to observe the dynamics of right- to left-handedDNA transitions under
tension. We found that this transition is highly hydrogen bond dependent. Al-
though DAP and normal DNA exhibit similar patterns of conformational change,
DAP DNA converted to left-handed DNA at lower tension. Also, we found pro-
nounced hysteresis for normal DNA upon re-winding from a left- to right-handed
form,which indicated the that heterogeneity of the number of hydrogen bonds be-
tween base pairs in normal DNA contributes to non-equilibrium conformational
changes. The results suggest that hydrogen bonding can significantly affect cellu-
lar processes requiring certain under-woundDNAconformations, andDAPDNA
provides a sequence-independent model for studying the effects of hydrogen
bonding on conformational changes of DNA.
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While the response of double-stranded DNA to applied forces and torques has
been measured with exquisite precision, much less is known about double-
stranded RNA (dsRNA). We have recently developed a ‘‘polymerase-stall’’
labeling method that allows us to generate fully double-stranded RNA con-
structs carrying multiple biotin and digoxygenin labels at opposite ends. Using
the functionalized dsRNA constructs in a range of a complementary magnetic
tweezers assays, we have probed the elastic properties of dsRNA and, in addi-
tion, determined force and torque induced structural transitions that go beyond
linear response behavior. Using conventional magnetic tweezers, we have de-
termined the bending persistence length and the stretch (or Young’s) modulus
of dsRNA. Employing our novel magnetic torque tweezers[1] and freely-
orbiting tweezers [2] assays, we have probed the torsional persistence length
of dsRNA and its twist-stretch coupling. While the elastic properties are, over-
all, similar to dsDNA, we have discovered a striking difference in the energy
landscape at the buckling torque under positive twist. These measurements
of the fundamental properties of dsRNA can inform quantitative models of
RNA function in vivo, for example of the packing of viral RNA genomes or
of the mechanical function of double-stranded regions in functional RNAs.
[1] Lipfert, Kerssemakers, Jager & Dekker, Nature Methods (2010).
[2] Lipfert, Wiggin, Kerssemakers, Pedaci & Dekker, Nature Communications
(2011).
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Torsion unconstrained double-stranded DNA can undergo three structural tran-
sitions under large tension. At forces around 65 pN, a well known DNA over-
stretching transition occurs during which the DNA elongates by about 1.7-fold.
Recent experiments have revealed two distinct structural transitions during
DNA overstretching: a ‘‘strand-unpeeling’’ of one strand from the other, and
a ‘‘B-to-S’’ transition to a mysterious double-stranded ‘‘S-DNA’’. In addition
to DNA overstretching transition, DNA without nicks or free ends can also un-
dergo an internal melting transition to two parallel DNA strands under tension
at > 100 pN in physiological solution conditions or under lower tension at suf-
ficiently low salt concentration or high temperature. Here, we report thermody-
namics measurements for the entropy and enthalpy changes during these
transitions. In addition, the force-responses of these DNA structures are directly
determined in Single-molecule experiments. With these experimentally deter-
mined thermodynamic and mechanical quantities, the selections of the transi-
tions are summarized in phase diagrams.
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During a variety of biological and technological processes, biopolymers are simul-
taneously subject to both confinement and external forces.While significant efforts
have gone into understanding the physics of polymers that are only confined, or
only under tension, little work has been done to explore the effects of the interplay
of force and confinement. Here, we study the combined effects of stretching and
confinement on a polymer’s configurational freedom. We measure the elastic re-
sponse of long double-stranded DNA molecules that are partially confined tothin, nanofabricated slits.We account for the data through amodel in which theD-
NA’s shortwavelength transverse elasticmodes are cut off by applied force and the
DNA’s bending stiff-
ness, while long-
wavelength modes
are cut off by con-
finement. Thus, we
show that confine-
ment and stretching
combine to permit
tunable bandpass fil-
tering of the elastic
modes of long
polymers.
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The worm-like-chain (WLC) model is widely used to describe the energetics of
DNA bending. However, for length scales much shorter than the persistence
length the validity of a purely harmonic bending potential has been questioned
by recent experiments. So-called sub-elastic chain (SEC) models were pro-
posed that predict a lower elastic energy of highly bent DNA conformations.
Until now, no unambiguous verification of these models has been obtained
since probing the elasticity of DNA on short length scales remains challenging.
Here we address this issue by modeling single molecule supercoiling experi-
ments of DNA under tension using coarse-grained Monte Carlo simulations.
Twisting of stretched DNA is accompanied by an abrupt decrease of the
DNA extension at a critical supercoil density due to buckling of the molecule.
This transition is caused by an energetic offset due to the strongly bent end-loop
of the forming superhelical structure. While simulations based on WLC bend-
ing energetics could quantitatively reproduce the buckling measured in mag-
netic tweezers experiments, the buckling almost disappears for the tested
linear SEC model. Thus, our data support the validity of a harmonic bending
potential even for strongly bent DNA down to bending radii of 3.5 nm.
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When considering the folding of a biopolymer (DNA, RNA or protein) it is
natural to express the energy of the system as a function of conformation. How-
ever, in single molecule manipulation experiments the system is most naturally
characterized in terms of the end-to-end distance of the polymer, and the energy
landscape itself can be measured as a function of the end-to-end distance. The
relationship between energy as a function of conformation and energy as a func-
tion of end-to-end distance is extremely complex. We introduce a physical
model which allows the energy landscape as a function of end-to-end distance
to be calculated from knowledge of the energy as a function of conformation of
the polymer. Using optical trap based experiments we show that the measured
energy landscape of a DNA stem-loop structure agrees with the landscape cal-
culated from our model with extremely high precision. We believe the combi-
nation of our model with high resolution optical trap techniques will facilitate
direct measurement of the hybridization energy of nucleic acid base pairs and
sequencing of double stranded RNA and DNA.
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Double stranded (ds) DNA has been used as a ‘‘molecular spring’’ to mechan-
ically control the conformation of proteins, ribozymes and peptides [1]. It is
thus interesting to characterize quantitatively the mechanics of DNA springs
in the relevant regime of sharp bending (x<<2L<<ld, where x is the end-to-
end distance (EED), 2L the contour length of the DNA, ld ~50 nm the persis-
tence length). This nonlinear elasticity regime is also relevant to several cell
biology mechanisms, such as DNA packaging and transcription regulation.
We address the problem with the stressed molecules consisting of a bent ds
DNA part and a stretched ss part: essentially a system of two coupled nonlinear
springs. We measured the elastic energy of these molecules with two different
equilibrium methods, based on dimer formation [2, 3] and melting curve
